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                                        About AJ RECORDS


                                    


                        We are the leading Aj Records Company known as Special events. We are offering you the best services for all types of events. We work like as Awards ceremony , Ladies Sangeet, Fashion shows, Short movie, Corporate Video, Animated Movie, ,Audio/Video recording, Wedding event and Birthday Party Plan your Social Get Together and many more events. We act as a platform for all your celebrations and occasions. We believe in delivering the best services within your budget. Our team of experts constantly upgrades the themes and prefers to use the latest decorations to add stars to your event. Our experience is worthy enough to understand your requirements and so we strive to present the best, thereby making your dream event come true and be the talk of the town.

                               Read More
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                                                                                    Short Film

                                                 
                                       
                                                       

Aj Records have a  team of video production we provides many production services like short film, advertising film, cinema fiction, and brand content, is of interest to all sectors today.
Being the most respected organization guided by experienced and knowledgeable professionals, we are actively committed to offering Short Film Service. We help you to transform your ideas and stories into reality. Our short films international level, and high on demand nowadays.





    What is an short Film ?

    We only use high quality and modern equipment at our production house to ensure easier and quicker short film making process.. 





   
                                                                            
                                                                                    
    

                                                                                
                                                                

                                                                
                                                                
                                                                                   
                                                                                    Audio

                                                 
                                       
                                                       


Our Audio Production facility offers Radio Production, Professional Voice Recordings, On-hold marketing and Post-production services combined with the best of expertise to evoke mighty emotions for bringing the projects to life.





Video 


    Our Video Production facility offers production services for Video Commercials, Music Videos, Corporate Films, and Artist Intro videos helmed by professionals from fields such as script writing, cinematography, direction and casting. 





   
                                                                            
                                                                                    
    
                                                                


                                                                
                                                                
                                                                                                                         
                                                                                    Corporate Video

                                                 
                                       
                                                       

  Digital media has gained its own fair share of popularity in this era. Various trends keep reshaping the digital market. One of the recent trends that One of the major working sectors of the Video Production section of our Production Company is the Corporate Video Production which assimilates areas such as Company Profile Videos, Promotional Videos, Company Training Videos, Company Introduction Videos and Corporate Slideshows for the Business events. We have been constantly active in the field of video branding of all sorts for some of the infamous corporate ventures, start-ups and recognised companies from different sectors. 





What is a Corporate Video? 


   
A corporate video is an effective and more creative way of communicating a brand story which ropes in their vision, mission and beliefs. People nowadays are consuming corporate video content way more than any other content format. Among many corporate film production house, Skittles Productions stands out because of its exemplary work that includes producing and directing tv commercial ads, videos, corporate films and so on.





   
                                                                            
                                                                                    
 
                                                                

                                         
                                                                                
                                  
                                                                                    Music

                                                 
                                       
                                                       
For the artist today, being connected to the number of musicians all over the world offers a wealth of possibilities to enter the music industry. But many times, it’s very difficult to find the right team for Music Production . If you are on the same track of finding the Best Music Production, for the first time AJ Records is providing all types of music production services under one roof. The production studio with a team of producers offers the biggest opportunity for all who want to create their music, songs, audio albums, and more.





    What is Music ?

     Movie is incomplete without music. Film songs are an integral part of filmmaking. Music makes a lot of money in this industry. A hit song can ensure maximum funding from brand endorsements and a lot of publicity. If you are looking to get a song or film album recorded at economical rates look no further. We have all the facilities required for playback music. You can improvise in all possible means with creative inputs from our experts. 



 experts will help you in creating just the perfect music track. Professional music producers can advise in the early stages of a project on how to get started and how to achieve optimum results while considering financial budgets and timelines.



   
                                                                            
                                                                                    
    

                                                                                
                                                                

                                                                
                                                                                                                        
                                                                                    Fashion Shows

                                                 
                                       
             
What is the point of fashion shows?
 


    Instead, a fashion show is a chance for a designer to show off a particular aesthetic, a particular mood, a particular feel or point of view. As a result, fashion shows can tend to be more conceptual and focused on a higher level idea.



What are the types of fashion shows?

 


  Fashion shows are categorized by clothing type first, and by season second. Style.com organizes its shows into five categories: ready-to-wear, couture, menswear, resort and pre-fall.





   
                                                                            
                                                                                    
    
                                                                

                                                

                                

        

                


                
                    

                


            


            
             
                
                    






                        
                    
                
          
                
                    

                

            

            
        

        


    

    














